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Abstract: The intuitionistic fuzzy set introduced by Atanassov has greater ability in depicting and
handling uncertainty. Intuitionistic fuzzy measure is an important research area of intuitionistic fuzzy
set theory. Distance measure and similarity measure are two complementary concepts quantifying
the difference and closeness of intuitionistic fuzzy sets. This paper addresses the definition of an
effective distance measure with concise form and specific meaning for Atanassov’s intuitionistic
fuzzy sets (AIFSs). A new distance measure for AIFSs is defined based on a distance measure of
interval values and the transformation from AIFSs to interval valued fuzzy sets. The axiomatic
properties of the new distance measure are mathematically investigated. Comparative analysis based
in numerical examples indicates that the new distance measure is competent to quantify the difference
between AIFSs. The application of the new distance measure is also discussed. A new method for
multi-attribute decision making (MADM) is developed based on the technique for order preference
by similarity to an ideal solution method and the new distance measure. Numerical applications
indicate that the developed MADM method can obtain reasonable preference orders. This shows
that the new distance measure is effective and rational from both mathematical and practical points
of view.

Keywords: Atanassov’s intuitionistic fuzzy sets; distance measure; similarity measure; decision
making

1. Introduction

The theory of fuzzy set was initiated by Zadeh [1] to handle uncertainty. In a fuzzy set,
the membership degree of its element is a real number in interval [0, 1]. The values of membership
and non-membership are summed to 1 for every element of a fuzzy set. By loosening this constrain,
Atanassov [2] developed the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy set for the better depiction on uncertainty.
For an Atanassov’s intuitionistic fuzzy set (AIFS), its membership degree and non-membership
degree are both real numbers in [0, 1], and their summation is less than 1. The difference between
1 and their summation leads to another parameter of AIFS, namely, the hesitancy degree. Later,
Gau and Buehrer [3] presented the concept of vague set. It was pointed out by Bustince and
Burillo [4] that the notion of vague sets was identical to that of AIFSs. Since its inception, AIFS has
attracted much attention from researchers. Research on AIFS mainly concentrates on its mathematical
properties [5], intuitionistic fuzzy measures [6,7], its connection with other uncertainty theories [8,9],
and its applications in practical problems under uncertainty [9,10].

Similarity and distance measures of AIFSs are defined to discriminate the information conveyed
by different AIFSs. The concepts of similarity and distance are complementary. They can be regarded
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as two different aspect of the discrimination measure. The similarity measure quantifies the closeness
degree between AIFSs, while the measure of distance is defined to depict the difference between AIFSs.
Because of the importance of similarity and distance measures in intuitionistic fuzzy theory, many
researchers have been dedicated to defining reasonable similarity and distance measures for AIFSs.

Szmidt and Kacprzyk used the widely used Euclidean distance and Hamming distance to define
distance measures for AIFSs [11]. Vlachos and Sergiadis [12] proposed an entropy-based distance
measure for AIFSs. The definition of intuitionistic fuzzy distance measure was firstly axiomatically
proposed by Wang and Xin [13]. Following the proposed axiomatic definition, they developed a new
distance for AIFSs and applied it into pattern application. Li and Cheng [14] presented the axiomatic
properties of similarity measure for AIFSs. They also put forward a kind of similarity measure for
AIFSs and apply it in pattern recognition. Following Li and Cheng’s similarity measure, Mitchell [15]
modified it and developed a more general similarity measure. Liang and Shi [16] also improved Li
and Cheng’s similarity measure and introduced a new method to define similarity measure for AIFSs.
Then, Hung and Yang [17] developed several approaches to construct similarity measure for AIFSs
and applied these new proposed similarity measures to the evaluation of students’ answer scripts.
By providing a comprehensive review on the distance measure and similarity measure if AIFSs, Xu and
Chen [18] presented a continuous distance and similarity measures for AIFSs. Inspired by Szmidt and
Kacprzyk’s method [19], Xu and Yager [20] improved the similarity measure of AIFSs and proposed
an improved method to measure the similarity degree between AIFSs. By using the operators on
intuitionistic fuzzy values (IFVs), Xia and Xu [21] proposed several similarity measures for IFVs,
which can be generalized to similarity measures of AIFSs. Following analysis on the relation between
entropy and intuitionistic fuzzy similarity measures, Wei et al. [22] introduced a new method for
constructing similarity measure based on entropy measures of interval-valued fuzzy sets, which have
been proved to be equivalent to AIFSs. Based on the cosine of the angle between two vectors, Ye [23]
defined a cosine similarity measure for AIFSs. An intuitionistic fuzzy similarity measure was proposed
by Hwang et al. [24] that was based on the Sugeno integral. On the basis of the relationship between
intuitionistic fuzzy entropy and intuitionistic fuzzy similarity, Li et al. [25] defined an entropy-based
similarity measure for AIFSs. Zhang and Yu [26] proposed two new distance measures for AIFSs
based on interval data and triangular fuzzy numbers. Boran and Akay [27] introduced a new type
of similarity measures for AIFSs depending on two parameters. By quantifying the consensus level
between AIFSs, Song et al. [6,7] developed some new similarity measures. The relationship between
intuitionistic fuzzy values and right-angled triangular fuzzy numbers was analyzed by Chen et al. [28],
where a new similarity measure between intuitionistic fuzzy sets was introduced based on the centroid
points of the transformed right-angled triangular fuzzy numbers.

In the similarity and distance measures mentioned above, these distance measures defined
based on general distance metrics have weaker discrimination capability. So they may lead to
counter-intuitive results in some special cases. Some derived measures have complex forms but
without specific physical meaning. An effective distance measure with relative concise expression
and clear physical meaning is desirable from both the mathematical and practical points of view.
In this paper, we will propose a new distance measure for AIFSs based on the relation between
AIFSs and interval values. Properties of the proposed distance measure will be analyzed together
with proofs. We compare the proposed measure with some typical existing measures to show its
effectiveness and rationality by using some numerical examples. Then the proposed distance measure
is applied in multi-attribute decision making (MADM) by developing a new multi-attribute decision
making method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some basic knowledge on AIFSs is
presented. Section 3 presents a review on some existing distance and similarity measures. The new
distance measure for AIFSs is defined in Section 4, together with its properties and proofs. Numerical
examples are presented in Section 5 to facilitate comparative analysis. The application of the proposed
distance measure in MADM is discussed in Section 6. Some conclusions are given in Section 7.
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2. Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly recall some basic knowledge related to AIFSs to facilitate
subsequent exposition.

Definition 1 ([1]). Let a non-empty set X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn} be the universe of discourse. Then a fuzzy set A
in X is defined as follows:

A = {〈x, µA(x)〉|x ∈ X} (1)

where µA(x) : X → [0, 1] is the membership degree.

Definition 2 ([2]). An intuitionistic fuzzy set A in X defined by Atanassov can be written as:

A = {〈x, µA(x), vA(x)〉|x ∈ X} (2)

where µA(x) : X → [0, 1] and vA(x) : X → [0, 1] are the membership degree and non-membership degree,
respectively, with the condition:

0 ≤ µA(x) + vA(x) ≤ 1 (3)

The hesitation degree of AIFS A defined in X is denoted as πA(x). It is determined by the
following expression:

πA(x) = 1− µA(x)− vA(x) (4)

Apparently, we can get πA(x) ∈ [0, 1], ∀x ∈ X. πA(x) is also called the intuitionistic index of
x to A. Greater πA(x) indicates more vagueness. Obviously, when πA(x) = 0, ∀x ∈ X, the AIFS
degenerates into an ordinary fuzzy set.

Generally, the couple 〈µA(x), vA(x)〉 is also called an intuitionistic fuzzy value (IFV) for clarity.
In the following, we use AIFSs(X) to denote the set of all AIFSs in X.

For an interval-valued fuzzy set (IVFS) B in X, the membership degree of x ∈ X is an interval
[µBL(x), µBU(x)]. It has been pointed out by Atanassov and Gargov [29] that AIFSs and IVFSs are
equivalent to each other and an AIFS A can be converted into an IVFSs B by the following mapping:
µBL(x) = µA(x) and µBU(x) = 1− vA(x), ∀x ∈ X. Similarly, an IVFS B can be converted to an AIFS A
by the mapping: µA(x) = µBL(x) and vA(x) = 1− µBU(x), ∀x ∈ X. Hence, the corresponding relation
between AIFSs and IVFSs provides us a possibility to consider AIFSs from the perspective of IVFSs.

Definition 3 ([2]). For two AIFSs A ∈ AIFSs(X) and B ∈ AIFSs(X), some relations between them are
defined as:

(R1) A ⊆ B⇔ ∀x ∈ X µA(x) ≤ µB(x), vA(x) ≥ vB(x);
(R2) A = B⇔ ∀x ∈ X µA(x) = µB(x), vA(x) = vB(x);
(R3) AC = {〈x, vA(x), µA(x)〉|x ∈ X}, where AC is called as the complement of AIFS A.

Definition 4 ([2]). For two IFVs a = 〈µa, va〉, b = 〈µb, vb〉, they can be ranked by the partial order as:
a ≤ b⇔ µa ≤ µb, va ≥ vb .

Based on this partial raked order, in the space of IFV, we can get the smallest IFV as 〈0, 1〉, denoted
by 0, and the largest IFV is 〈1, 0〉, denoted by 1.

For a linear order of IFVs, Chen and Tan [30] introduced the score function for an IFV a =

〈µa, va〉 as S(a) = µa − va to rank multiple IFVs. Following the introduction of score function,
Hong and Choi [31] developed the accuracy function for IFV a = 〈µa, va〉 as H(a) = µa + va to
evaluate the accuracy degree of an IFV. Then, Xu and Yager [32] proposed a linear order relation
between IFVs. For two IFVs a = 〈µa, va〉 and b = 〈µb, vb〉, we have: (1) S(a) > S(b)⇒ a > b ;
(2) S(a) = S(b), H(a) = H(b)⇒ a = b ; and (3) S(a) = S(b), H(a) > H(b)⇒ a > b .
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Another two important concepts for AIFSs are the distance measure and similarity measure,
which are usually used to compare the intuitionistic fuzzy information. The axiomatic definition of
distance for AIFSs was introduced by Wang and Xin [13] as following.

Definition 5 ([13]). Let D denote a mapping D : AIFS× AIFS→ [0, 1] , if D(A, B) satisfies the following
properties, D(A, B) is called a distance measure between A ∈ AIFSs(X) and B ∈ AIFSs(X).

(DP1) 0 ≤ D(A, B) ≤ 1;
(DP2) D(A, B) = 0, if and only if A = B;
(DP3) D(A, B) = D(B, A);
(DP4) If A ⊆ B ⊆ C, then D(A, B) ≤ D(A, C), and D(B, C) ≤ D(A, C).

The definition of intuitionistic fuzzy similarity measure was proposed by Li and Cheng [14] and
later discussed by Mitchell [15].

Definition 6 ([14]). A mapping S : AIFS× AIFS→ [0, 1] is called a similarity measure between A ∈
AIFSs(X) and B ∈ AIFSs(X), if S(A, B) satisfies the following properties:

(SP1) (SP1) 0 ≤ S(A, B) ≤ 1;
(SP2) S(A, B) = 1, if and only if A = B;
(SP3) S(A, B) = S(B, A);
(SP4) If A ⊆ B ⊆ C, then S(A, B) ≥ S(A, C), and S(B, C) ≥ S(A, C).

Distance and similarity measures are usually regarded as a couple of complementary concepts.
Thus, distance measures can be used to define similarity measures, and vice versa. For example, D(A,B)
= 1 − S(A,B) can be used to measure the distance between AIFSs A and B, if S(A,B) is the similarity
measure between A and B.

3. Reviewing on Existing Distance and Similarity Measures

Let un-empty set X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn} be the universe of discourse. Suppose that A and B are two
intuitionistic fuzzy sets in X. Szmidt and Kacprzyk [11] proposed some distance measures between
IFSs A and B based on the well-known Hamming distance and Euclidean distance.

The Hamming distance between AIFSs A and B is as:

DH(A, B) =
1
2

n

∑
i=1

(|µA(xi)− µB(xi)|+ |vA(xi)− vB(xi)|+ |πA(xi)− πB(xi)|) (5)

The normalized Hamming distance between AIFSs A and B is as:

DNH(A, B) =
1

2n

n

∑
i=1

(|µA(xi)− µB(xi)|+ |vA(xi)− vB(xi)|+ |πA(xi)− πB(xi)|) (6)

The Euclidean distance between AIFSs A and B is as:

DE(A, B) =

√
1
2

n

∑
i=1

(
(µA(xi)− µB(xi))

2 + (vA(xi)− vB(xi))
2 + (πA(xi)− πB(xi))

2
)

(7)

The normalized Euclidean distance between AIFSs A and B is as:

DNE(A, B) =

√
1

2n

n

∑
i=1

(
(µA(xi)− µB(xi))

2 + (vA(xi)− vB(xi))
2 + (πA(xi)− πB(xi))

2
)

(8)
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Xu [33] generalized the abovementioned distance measures as follows:

D(A, B) =

[
1
2

n

∑
i=1

(
|µA(xi)− µB(xi)|α + |vA(xi)− vB(xi)|α + |πA(xi)− πB(xi)|α

)]1/α

(9)

Dn(A, B) =

[
1

2n

n

∑
i=1

(
|µA(xi)− µB(xi)|α + |vA(xi)− vB(xi)|α + |πA(xi)− πB(xi)|α

)]1/α

(10)

Li and Cheng [14] introduced an intuitionistic fuzzy similarity measure SDC as:

SDC(A, B) = 1− p

√
∑n

i=1 |ϕA(xi)− ϕB(xi)|p

n
(11)

where ϕA(xi) =
µA(xi)+1−vA(xi)

2 , ϕB(xi) =
µB(xi)+1−vB(xi)

2 .
Mitchell [15] proposed a general similarity measure SHB defined as:

SHB(A, B) =
1
2
(
ρµ(A, B) + ρv(A, B)

)
(12)

where ρµ(A, B) = 1− p
√

∑n
i=1 |µA(xi)−µB(xi)|p

n , ρv(A, B) = 1− p
√

∑n
i=1 |vA(xi)−vB(xi)|p

n .
Hong and Kim [34] defined a similarity measure for vague sets, which are proved to be identical

to AIFSs:

SHK(A, B) = 1− ∑n
i=1|(µA(xi)− µB(xi))− (vA(xi)− vB(xi))|

2n
(13)

Liang and Shi [16] proposed a similarity measure Sp
w(A, B) for AIFSs A and B:

Sp
w(A, B) = 1− p

√√√√ n

∑
i=1

3

∑
m=1

(ωm ϕm(xi))

p

/n (14)

where
ϕ1(xi) = |µA(xi)− µB(xi)|/2 + |(1− vA(xi))− (1− vB(xi))|/2,

ϕ2(xi) = |(µA(xi) + 1− vA(xi))/2− (µB(xi) + 1− vB(xi))/2|,

ϕ3(xi) = max(πA(xi)/2, πB(xi)/2)−min(πA(xi)/2, πB(xi)/2), 0 ≤ ωm ≤ 1, and
3

∑
m=1

ωm = 1.

The distance measure DW(A, B) introduced by Wang and Xin [13] is defined as:

DW(A, B) = 1
n

n
∑

i=1

(
|µA(xi)−µB(xi)|+|vA(xi)−vB(xi)|

4 + max(|µA(xi)−µB(xi)|,|vA(xi)−vB(xi)|)
2

)
(15)

Hung and Yang [17] proposed several kinds of intuitionistic fuzzy similarity measures as
following:

S1
HY(A, B) =

1
n∑ n

i=1
min(µA(xi), µB(xi)) + min(vA(xi), vB(xi))

max(µA(xi), µB(xi)) + max(vA(xi), vB(xi))
(16)

S2
HY(A, B) =

1
n∑ n

i=1(1− (|µA(xi)− µB(xi)|, |vA(xi)− vB(xi)|)/2) (17)

S3
HY(A, B) =

n
∑

i=1
min(µA(xi), µB(xi)) + min(vA(xi), vB(xi))

n
∑

i=1
max(µA(xi), µB(xi)) + max(vA(xi), vB(xi))

(18)
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S4
HY(A, B) = 1− 1

2
(max(|µA(xi)− µB(xi)|) + max(|vA(xi)− vB(xi)|)) (19)

S5
HY(A, B) = 1−

n
∑

i=1
(|µA(xi)− µB(xi)|+ |vA(xi)− vB(xi)|)

n
∑

i=1
(|µA(xi) + µB(xi)|+ |vA(xi) + vB(xi)|)

(20)

By discriminate the information conveyed by different AIFSs, Vlachos and Sergiadis [12]
introduced the concept of discrimination degree between AIFSs, which was expressed as IIFS(A,B):

IIFS(A, B) =
n

∑
i=1

µA(xi) ln
2µA(xi)

µA(xi) + µB(xi)
+ vA(xi) ln

2vA(xi)

vA(xi) + vB(xi)
(21)

The distance measure based on discrimination is defined as:

DVS(A, B) =
1

2n ln 2
(IIFS(A, B) + IIFS(B, A)) (22)

Xu and Yager [20] presented a similarity measure for AIFSs A and B:

SXY(A, B) =

{
0.5, if A = B = BC

DNH(A, BC)/
(

DNH(A, B) + DNH(A, BC)
)
, otherwise

(23)

where BC is the complement of B and DNH(A,B) is the normalized Hamming distance.
Xia and Xu [21] introduced several similarity measures based on intuitionistic fuzzy operators:

Sη
Dk
(A, B) = 1−

[
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(∣∣(1− k)tai − ktbi

∣∣η)]1/η

(24)

Sη
Fk,λ

(A, B) = 1−
[

1
2n

n
∑

i=1

(∣∣(1− k)tai − ktbi

∣∣η + ∣∣(1− λ)tbi
− λtai

∣∣η + ∣∣(1− k− λ)(tai + tbi
)
∣∣η)]1/η

(25)

Sη
Gk,λ

(A, B) = 1−
[

1
2n

n

∑
i=1

(
|ktai |

η +
∣∣λtbi

∣∣η + ∣∣ktai + λtbi

∣∣η)]1/η

(26)

where k, λ ∈ [0, 1], k + λ ≤ 1, tai = µA(xi)− µB(xi) and tbi
= vA(xi)− vB(xi).

4. A New Distance Measure between AIFSs

In above mentioned distance and similarity measures, some of them may bring counter-intuitive
results in applications. Some new developed distance/similarity measures have complicated
expressions, but without specific physical meaning. In this section, we will propose a new intuitionistic
fuzzy distance measure for AIFSs from the interval view. As mentioned above, an Atanassov’s
intuitionistic fuzzy set can be expressed in the form of interval fuzzy set. So we can define a distance
measure for AIFSs from the perspective of interval comparison.

For an AIFS A = {〈x, µA(x), vA(x)〉|x ∈ X} defined in X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}, it indicates that the
membership degree of xi to A is unknown, with lower bound and upper bound as µA(xi) and 1−
vA(xi), respectively. In other words, the membership degree of xi to A is an interval [µA(xi), 1− vA(xi)],
i = 1, 2, · · · , n. So the distance between two AIFSs A and B in the same universe X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}
can be measured by comparing interval sequences [µA(xi), 1− vA(xi)] and [µB(xi), 1− vB(xi)], i =
1, 2, · · · , n.

Distances between interval values have been reviewed in Reference [35]. It was pointed that the
distance proposed in Reference [36] violates the property of reflexivity. Thus Irpino and Verde [35]
developed a Wasserstein distance from the view of one-dimensional uniform distribution, rather than
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from the view of two-dimensional uniform distribution in Reference [36]. The Wasserstein distance
measure for interval values is given as following.

Definition 7 ([35]). Given two interval values a = [a1,a2] and b = [b1,b2], the distance between them id
defined as:

dI(a, b) = dI(a, b) =

√∫ 1
0

[(
a1+a2

2 − b1+b2
2

)
+
(

a2−a1
2 − b2−b1

2

)
(2t− 1)

]2
dt =

√(
a1+a2

2 − b1+b2
2

)2
+ 1

3

(
a2−a1

2 − b2−b1
2

)2
(27)

So ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, for Axi = 〈µA(xi), vA(xi)〉 and Bxi = 〈µB(xi), vB(xi)〉, the distance between
their corresponding interval values [µA(xi), 1− vA(xi)] and [µB(xi), 1− vB(xi)] can be expressed by:

dI(Axi , Bxi ) =

√(
µA(xi)+1−vA(xi)

2 − µB(xi)+1−vB(xi)
2

)2
+ 1

3

(
1−vA(xi)−µA(xi)

2 − 1−vB(xi)−µB(xi)
2

)2
(28)

which can be further written as:

dI(Axi , Bxi ) =

√(
µA(xi)−vA(xi)

2 − µB(xi)−vB(xi)
2

)2
+ 1

3

(
µA(xi)+vA(xi)

2 − µB(xi)+vB(xi)
2

)2
(29)

or

dI(Axi , Bxi ) =

√(
µA(xi)− vA(xi)

2
− µB(xi)− vB(xi)

2

)2

+
1
3

(
πA(xi)

2
− πB(xi)

2

)2

(30)

Since all parameters µA(xi), vA(xi), πA(xi), µB(xi), vB(xi), πB(xi) take values in the interval
[0, 1], we have −1 ≤ µA(xi)− vA(xi) ≤ 1, −1 ≤ µB(xi)− vB(xi) ≤ 1. Then the maximum value
of dI(Axi , Bxi ) can be got as 1, which is obtained when Axi = 〈0, 1〉, Bxi = 〈1, 0〉 and Axi = 〈1, 0〉,
Bxi = 〈0, 1〉 (this will be proved in follow-up exposition). Thus, the relation 0 ≤ dI(Axi , Bxi ) ≤ 1 can
be obtained.

Based on above analysis, we can propose a new definition of distance measure for Atanassov’s
intuitionistic fuzzy sets. Suppose that A and B are two AIFSs defined in X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}, expressed
as A = {〈x, µA(x), vA(x)〉|x ∈ X} and B = {〈x, µB(x), vB(x)〉|x ∈ X}, respectively, the distance
between them can be calculated by the following expression:

DI(A, B) = 1
n

n
∑

i=1

√(
µA(xi)−vA(xi)

2 − µB(xi)−vB(xi)
2

)2
+ 1

3

(
µA(xi)+vA(xi)

2 − µB(xi)+vB(xi)
2

)2
(31)

Theorem 1. For two AIFSs A and B defined in X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}, DI(A, B) = 0 if and only if A = B.

Proof.

(i) Given DI(A, B) = 0, we can get µA(xi)−vA(xi)
2 − µB(xi)−vB(xi)

2 = 0 and µA(xi)+vA(xi)
2 −

µB(xi)+vB(xi)
2 = 0 ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, which can be written identically as:

µA(xi)− vA(xi) = µB(xi)− vB(xi) (32)

µA(xi) + vA(xi) = µB(xi) + vB(xi) (33)

Then we can get µA(xi) = µB(xi) and vA(xi) = vB(xi) by adding and subtracting Equations (32)
and (33) respectively, i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Hence, for all elements x ∈ X, µA(x) = µB(x) and
vA(x) = vB(x) hold simultaneously, which indicates that A = B.

(ii) For two AIFS A and B defined in X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}, we have the following relation:

A = B⇒ ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, µA(xi) = µB(xi), vA(xi) = vB(xi)⇒ DI(A, B) = 0.
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From above analysis, we can conclude that DI(A, B) = 0⇔ A = B . �

Theorem 2. For two AIFSs A and B defined in X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}, DI(A, B) = DI(B, A).

Proof. From Equation (31), we can get DI(B, A) as:

DI(B, A) = 1
n

n
∑

i=1

√(
µB(xi)−vB(xi)

2 − µA(xi)−vA(xi)
2

)2
+ 1

3

(
µB(xi)+vB(xi)

2 − µA(xi)+vA(xi)
2

)2

= 1
n

n
∑

i=1

√(
µA(xi)−vA(xi)

2 − µB(xi)−vB(xi)
2

)2
+ 1

3

(
µA(xi)+vA(xi)

2 − µB(xi)+vB(xi)
2

)2

= DI(A, B).

Therefore, we have DI(A, B) = DI(B, A). �

Theorem 3. For three AIFSs A, B and C defined in X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}, if A ⊆ B ⊆ C, then DI(A, B) ≤
DI(A, C), DI(B, C) ≤ DI(A, C).

Proof. Three AIFSs A, B, and C defined in X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn} can be expressed as
A = {〈x, µA(x), vA(x)〉|x ∈ X}, B = {〈x, µB(x), vB(x)〉|x ∈ X}, C = {〈x, µC(x), vC(x)〉|x ∈ X},
respectively. Considering the condition A ⊆ B ⊆ C, we have the relations µA(xi) ≤ µB(xi) ≤ µC(xi)

and vA(xi) ≥ vB(xi) ≥ vC(xi).
The distance between AIFSs A and B can be written as:

DI(A, B) = 1
n

n
∑

i=1

√(
µA(xi)−vA(xi)

2 − µB(xi)−vB(xi)
2

)2
+ 1

3

(
µA(xi)+vA(xi)

2 − µB(xi)+vB(xi)
2

)2

The distance between AIFSs A and C can be written as:

DI(A, C) = 1
n

n
∑

i=1

√(
µA(xi)−vA(xi)

2 − µC(xi)−vC(xi)
2

)2
+ 1

3

(
µA(xi)+vA(xi)

2 − µC(xi)+vC(xi)
2

)2

The distance between AIFSs B and C can be written as:

DI(B, C) = 1
n

n
∑

i=1

√(
µB(xi)−vB(xi)

2 − µC(xi)−vC(xi)
2

)2
+ 1

3

(
µB(xi)+vB(xi)

2 − µC(xi)+vC(xi)
2

)2

Then we construct a function f (x, y) with two variables as:

f (x, y) = ((x− y)− (a− b))2 +
1
3
((x + y)− (a + b))2

where 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1, 0 ≤ a ≤ 1, 0 ≤ b ≤ 1.
The partial derivatives for variables x and y can be obtained:

∂ f
∂x

= 2((x− y)− (a− b)) +
2
3
((x + y)− (a + b)) =

8
3
(x− a) +

4
3
(b− y) =

4
3
(2(x− a) + (b− y))

∂ f
∂y

= −2((x− y)− (a− b)) +
2
3
((x + y)− (a + b)) =

8
3
(y− b) +

4
3
(a− x) =

4
3
(2(y− b) + (a− x))

(i) Given the condition 0 ≤ a ≤ x ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ y ≤ b ≤ 1, we can obtain that ∂ f /∂x ≥ 0
and ∂ f /∂y ≤ 0. Thus, f (x, y) is an increasing function of variable x, and it is a decreasing
function of variable y. Let a = µA(xi), b = vA(xi) then a = µA(xi) ≤ µB(xi) ≤ µC(xi) and
b = vA(xi) ≥ vB(xi) ≥ vC(xi), i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}. Considering the monotonicity of f (x, y),
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we have f (µB(xi), vB(xi)) ≤ f (µC(xi), vC(xi)), ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}. Under the condition a =

µA(xi), b = vA(xi), ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, the following expressions hold:

DI(A, C) =
1

2n

n

∑
i=1

√
f (µC(xi), vC(xi)), DI(A, B) =

1
2n

n

∑
i=1

√
f (µB(xi), vB(xi)).

So we have DI(A, B) ≤ DI(A, C).
(ii) In the condition 0 ≤ x ≤ a ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ b ≤ y ≤ 1, we have ∂ f /∂x ≤ 0 and

∂ f /∂y ≥ 0. So f (x, y) is an decreasing function of variable x, and it is an increasing function
of variable y. Set a = µC(xi), b = vC(xi), then µA(xi) ≤ µB(xi) ≤ µC(xi) = a and
vA(xi) ≥ vB(xi) ≥ vC(xi) = b, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}. Considering the monotonicity of f (x, y),
we have f (µB(xi), vB(xi)) ≤ f (µA(xi), vA(xi)), ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}. For a = µC(xi), b = vC(xi),
∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, the following expressions hold:

DI(A, C) =
1

2n

n

∑
i=1

√
f (µA(xi), vA(xi)), DI(B, C) =

1
2n

n

∑
i=1

√
f (µB(xi), vB(xi)).

So we have DI(B, C) ≤ DI(A, C).

Taking (i) and (ii) into account, we can conclude that DI(A, B) ≤ DI(A, C) and DI(B, C) ≤
DI(A, C) in the condition of A ⊆ B ⊆ C. �

Theorem 4. For two AIFSs A and B defined in X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}, 0 ≤ DI(A, B) ≤ 1.

Proof. The expression of DI(A, B) indicates that DI(A, B) ≥ 0. Additionally, Theorem 1 says that
DI(A, B) = 0 when A = B.

Define two AIFSs in X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn} as F∗ = {〈x, 0, 1〉|x ∈ X} and F∗ = {〈x, 1, 0〉|x ∈ X}.
For two AIFSs A = {〈x, µA(x), vA(x)〉|x ∈ X} and B = {〈x, µB(x), vB(x)〉|x ∈ X}, we have F∗ ⊆ A ⊆
B ⊆ F∗ based on the basic relation between AIFSs shown in Definition 3.

By Theorem 3, the condition F∗ ⊆ A ⊆ B ⊆ F∗ implies that DI(A, B) ≤ DI(F∗, F∗). Since AIFSs
A and B are arbitrary, the relation DI(A, B) ≤ DI(F∗, F∗) holds in the set of all AIFSs defined in X.

By Equation (31), the distance between F∗ and F∗ can be calculated as DI(F∗, F∗) = 1. Hence
DI(A, B) ≤ 1.

From above analysis, we can get 0 ≤ DI(A, B) ≤ 1. �

Theorems 1–4 indicate that the distance DI(A, B) satisfies all axiomatic conditions of a
distance measure. Therefore, DI(A, B) is a strict distance measure for AIFSs. Thus, we have the
following theorem.

Theorem 5. For two AIFSs A and B defined in X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}, DI(A, B) is the distance measure
between two A and B.

Proof. It is evident from Theorems 1–4. �

Based on the definition of intuitionistic fuzzy values, we can get the distance between two IFVs.
For two IFVs α = 〈µα, vα〉 and β = 〈µβ, vβ〉, the distance between them can be measured as:

DI(α, β) =

√(
µα − vα

2
−

µβ − vβ

2

)2
+

1
3

(
µα + vα

2
−

µβ + vβ

2

)2
(34)
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Considering the weights of xi, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, the weighted distance between two AIFSs A and B
in X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn} can be measured as:

DI
W(A, B) =

n
∑

i=1
wi

√(
µA(xi)−vA(xi)

2 − µB(xi)−vB(xi)
2

)2
+ 1

3

(
µA(xi)+vA(xi)

2 − µB(xi)+vB(xi)
2

)2
(35)

where wi is the weighting factor of xi, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, wi ∈ [0, 1] and ∑n
i=1 wi = 1.

Theorem 6. DI
W(A, B) is a distance measure between two AIFSs A and B defined in X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}.

Proof. It is trivial from Theorems 1–4. �

5. Numerical Examples

In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed distance measure in discriminating
intuitionistic fuzzy information, we will present several examples in this section. For convenience,
the weights of all elements in X are assumed as equal.

Example 1. Assumed that there are two patterns denoted by AIFSs in X = {x1,x2,x3}. Two AIFSs representing
two patterns are expressed as:

A1 = {<x1,0.1,0.1>,<x2,0.1,0.3>,<x3,0.1,0.9>} and A2 = {<x1,0.7,0.2>,<x2,0.1,0.8>,<x3,0.4,0.4>}.
A sample needs to be classified is denoted by AIFS B = {<x1,0.4,0.4>,<x2,0.6,0.2>,<x3,0,0.8>}.

According to the recognition principle of maximum degree of similarity and minimum distance
between AIFSs, the sample B belongs to the pattern Ak satisfying:S(Ak, B) = max

j=1,2,··· ,m
{S(Aj, B)} or

D(Ak, B) = min
j=1,2,··· ,m

{D(Aj, B)}, where m is the number of given patterns.

Based on the normalized Hamming distance measure and Euclidean distance measure for AIFSs,
we can get:

DNH(A1, B) = DNH(A2, B) = 0.433;

DNE(A1, B) = 0.412, DNE(A2, B) = 0.424.

Using the proposed distance measure DI, we have:

DI(A1, B) = 0.1841, DI(A2, B) = 0.4008.

We can see that the normalized Hamming distance cannot classify the sample reasonably.
The normalized Euclidean distance and the proposed distance can classify the sample to A1 based on
the principle of minimum distance degree. It is also shown that the proposed measure DI have greater
discrimination capability since the distance DI(A1, B) is much less than DNE(A2, B). Nevertheless,
two close values DNE(A1, B) and DNE(A2, B) generated by normalized Euclidean distance are not
helpful for making a sound decision.

Example 2. Three patterns are expressed as AIFSs in X = {x1,x2,x3}. Three corresponding AIFSs are given as:

A1 = {<x1,0.4,0.5>,<x2,0.7,0.1>,<x3,0.3,0.3>},

A2 = {<x1,0.5,0.4>,<x2,0.7,0.2>,<x3,0.4,0.3>},

A3 = {<x1,0.4,0.5>,<x2,0.7,0.1>,<x3,0.4,0.3>}.

A sample to be classified is given as AIFSs B = {<x1,0.1,0.1>,<x2,1,0>, <x3,0,1>}.
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Based on the normalized Hamming distance and Euclidean distance measures, we can get:

DNH(A1, B) = DNH(A2, B) = DNH(A3, B) = 0.483;

DNE(A1, B) = DNE(A2, B) = DNE(A3, B) = 0.442.

Our proposed distance measure DI can lead to the following results:

DI(A1, B) = 0.3098, DI(A2, B) = 0.3389, DI(A3, B) = 0.3244.

We can see that the sample B cannot be classified to a specific pattern based on normalized
Hamming distance and Euclidean distance measures. The proposed distance measure can distinguish
three pattern by assigning different values to the distance between the sample and different patterns.
Based the principle of minimum distance, we can classify the sample as A1.

Example 3. Suppose that three patterns are expressed by AIFSs defined in X={x1,x2,x3}, which are listed as:

A1 = {<x1,0.3,0.2>,<x2,0.4,0.4>,<x3,0.2,0.2>},

A2 = {<x1,0.1,0.4>,<x2,0,0.4>,<x3,0.3,0.3>},

A3 = {<x1,0.2,0.5>,<x2,0.3,0.3>,<x3,0.5,0.1>}.

A sample to be classified is given as AIFSs B = {<x1,0.4,0.5>,<x2,0.3,0.5>, <x3,0.4,0.2>}.

Based on the similarity proposed by Li and Cheng, we can obtain:

SDC(A1, B) = SDC(A2, B) = SDC(A3, B) = 1− 0.1/31/p;

Our proposed distance measure DI can generate the following results:

DI(A1, B) = 0.1227, DI(A2, B) = 0.1352, DI(A3, B) = 0.1103.

We can see that the sample B cannot be classified to a specific pattern based on the similarity
introduced by Li and Cheng, regardless of the choice of parameter p. The proposed distance measure
DI can distinguish three pattern by assigning different values to the distance between the sample and
different patterns. Based the principle of minimum distance, we can classify the sample as A3.

Example 4. Suppose that three patterns are expressed by AIFSs defined in X = {x1,x2,x3}, which are listed as:

A1 = {<x1,0.1,0.5>,<x2,0.2,0.4>,<x3,0.5,0.3>},

A2 = {<x1,0.2,0.4>,<x2,0.1,0.6>,<x3,0.8,0.1>},

A3 = {<x1,0.1,0.4>,<x2,0.1,0.1>,<x3,0.5,0.2>}.

A sample to be classified is given as AIFSs B = {<x1,0.2,0.3>,<x2,0.1,0.4>,<x3,0.6,0.2>}.

Based on the similarity proposed by Mitchell, we can obtain:

SHB(A1, B) = SHB(A2, B) = SHB(A3, B) = 1− 0.3/31/p;

SHK(A1, B) = SHK(A2, B) = SHK(A3, B) = 1− 0.6/6 = 0.9

Our proposed distance measure DI can generate the following results:
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DI(A1, B) = 0.1035, DI(A2, B) = 0.1081, DI(A3, B) = 0.1103.

We can see that the value of parameter p cannot affect the result that SHB(A1, B) = SHB(A2, B) =
SHB(A3, B). The similarity proposed by Hong and Kim also gets an identical similarity degree between
the sample and all patterns. So the similarity measures SHB and SHK cannot be used to classify sample
B in such example. The proposed distance measure DI can assign different values to the distance
between the sample and different patterns. So the proposed distance measure DI can be used to classify
the sample as A1 based the principle of minimum distance.

Example 5. Three patterns are expressed as AIFSs in X = {x1, x2, x3, x4}. They are given as:

A1 = {<x1,0.3,0.4>,<x2,0.3,0.4>,<x3,0.6,0.1>,<x4,0.6,0.1>},

A2 = {<x1,0.4,0.4>,<x2,0.3,0.5>,<x3,0.7,0.1>,<x4,0.6,0.2>},

A3 = {<x1,0.4,0.4>,<x2,0.3,0.4>,<x3,0.7,0.1>,<x4,0.6,0.1>}.

A sample to be classified is given as AIFSs B = {<x1,0.35,0.65>,<x2,0.55,0.45>,
<x3,0.65,0.1>,<x4,0.6,0.15>}.

According to the similarity measure proposed by Liang and Shi [16], when p = 1 and ω1 = ω2 =
ω3 = 1/3, we can get the results as following:

S1
w(A1, B) = S1

w(A2, B) = S1
w(A3, B) = 1− 19/240 = 0.921,

DW(A1, B) = DW(A2, B) = DW(A3, B) = 19/160 = 0.119.

Appling the proposed distance measure DI, we can get:

DI(A1, B) = 0.0806, DI(A2, B) = 0.0948, DI(A3, B) = 0.0877.

In this example, we can see that neither the similarity measure proposed in Reference [16] nor
the distance measure developed in Reference [13] is competent to classify the sample. In spite of their
complex forms and additional parameters, they cannot distinguish these three patterns. However,
the proposed distance measure DI can generate different values to measure the distance between the
sample and there patterns. So the sample B is classified as A1 based on the minimum distance value.

Example 6. Assume that three patterns are expressed as AIFSs in X = {x1, x2, x3}. They are given as:

A1 = {<x1,0.2,0.3>,<x2,0.1,0.4>,<x3,0.2,0.6>},

A2 = {<x1,0.3,0.2>,<x2,0.4,0.1>,<x3,0.5,0.3>},

A3 = {<x1,0.2,0.3>,<x2,0.4,0.1>,<x3,0.5,0.3>}.

A sample to be classified is given as AIFSs B = {<x1,0.1,0.2>,<x2,0.4,0.5>,<x3,0,0>}.

Based on the similarity proposed by Hung and Yang, we can get the following results:

S1
HY(A1, B) = S1

HY(A2, B) = S1
HY(A3, B) = 52/135 = 0.385,

S2
HY(A1, B) = S2

HY(A2, B) = S2
HY(A3, B) = 23/30 = 0.767,

S3
HY(A1, B) = S3

HY(A2, B) = S3
HY(A3, B) = 4/11 = 0.364,

S4
HY(A1, B) = S4

HY(A2, B) = S4
HY(A3, B) = 0.55,
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S5
HY(A1, B) = S5

HY(A2, B) = S5
HY(A3, B) = 8/15 = 0.533.

According to the proposed distance measure DI, the distance degrees between B and three patterns
can be yielded as following:

DI(A1, B) = 0.1720, DI(A2, B) = 0.1994, DI(A3, B) = 0.1801.

These results indicate that Hung and Yang’s similarity measures [17] cannot discriminate three
patterns. So the sample B cannot be classified to any specific pattern by these similarity measures
proposed in Reference [17]. It is shown that the proposed distance measure DI can classify the sample
B as A1 based on the minimum distance principle.

Example 7. Assume that two patterns are expressed as AIFSs in X = {x1,x2,x3}. They are given as:

A1 = {<x1,0.2,0.4>,<x2,0.1,0.4>,<x3,0.2,0.5>},

A2 = {<x1,0.3,0.3>,<x2,0.2,0.3>,<x3,0.4,0.3>}.

A sample to be classified is given as AIFSs B = {<x1,0,0>,<x2,0,0>, <x3,0,0>}.

Based on the distance measure developed from Vlachos and Sergiadis’s [33] discrimination
information, the following results can be derived:

DVS(A1, B) = DVS(A2, B) = 1.8 ln 2/(6 ln 2) = 0.3.

According to the proposed distance measure DI, the distance degrees between B and three patterns
can be yielded as following:

DI(A1, B) = 0.2199, DI(A2, B) = 0.1780.

These results indicate that the distance measures defined based on the discrimination information
cannot be used to classify the sample B, since the similarity degree between B and A1 is identical to
the similarity between B and A2. Although the given sample is hard to classify, we can see that it is
closer to A2 whose membership and non-membership grades have less difference. It is shown that the
proposed distance measure DI can get DI(A2, B) < DI(A1, B), which coincides with intuitive analysis.
So the sample B should be classified as A2 based on the minimum distance principle.

Example 8. There are two patterns expressed in forms of AIFSs over X = {x1,x2}. They are given as:

A1 = {<x1,0.1,0.2>,<x2,0.1,0.7>},

A2 = {<x1,0.3,0.4>,<x2,0.75,0.15>}.

A sample to be classifies is expressed as AIFSs B = {<x1,0.4,0.5>,<x2,0.4,0.4>}.

In the similarity Sη
Dk

with η = 1 and k = 0.5, we can get: S1
D0.5

(A1, B) = S1
D0.5

(A2, B) = 0.85.

Based on the similarity Sη
Fk,λ

with η = 1 and k = λ = 0.5, we have: S1
F0.5,0.5

(A1, B) =

S1
F0.5,0.5

(A2, B) = 0.85.

By the proposed distance measure DI, we can get:

DI(A1, B) = 0.2366, DI(A2, B) = 0.1796

So the new developed distance measure DI can classify the sample as A2. But the complex
similarity measures with additional parameters cannot classify this sample to a specific pattern.
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Example 9. Two patterns are expressed in forms of AIFSs over X = {x1,x2}. They are denoted as:

A1 = {<x1,0.1,0.3>,<x2,0.3,0.3>},

A2 = {<x1,0.2,0.2>,<x2,0.4,0.2>}.

A sample to be classifies is expressed as AIFSs B = {<x1,0.4,0.4>,<x2,0.6,0.4>}.

According to the similarity developed from normalized Hamming distance measure SXY,
we can obtain:

SXY(A1, B) = SXY(A2, B) = 0.5.

Based on the similarity Sη
Gk,λ

with η = 1 and k = λ = 0.5, we have: S1
G0.5,0.5

(A1, B) = S1
G0.5,0.5

(A2, B) = 0.8.

By the proposed distance measure DI, we can derive:

DI(A1, B) = 0.1528, DI(A2, B) = 0.1155

We can see that the new developed distance measure DI can classify the sample as A2. But the
complex similarity measures Sη

Gk,λ
with additional parameters and the similarity measure developed

from Hamming distance cannot classify this sample to a specific pattern.
It is indicated by above examples that the proposed distance measure can quantify the distance

between AIFSs more effectively and rationally than some existing measures. The expression of DI

shows that the difference between membership degree and non-membership degree, i.e., µ(x)− v(x),
and the hesitance degree, used as µ(x) + v(x) = 1− π(x), are considered in the definition of new
distance measures. Moreover, their contribution degrees on the distance measure are different. So the
proposed measure can measure the difference between AIFSs more effectively. In the following section,
we will discuss its performance in the application of multi-attribute decision making (MADM) under
intuitionistic fuzzy environment.

6. Application to Multi-Attribute Decision Making

Due to its great capability in modeling uncertain information, AIFS has been widely used to
solve MADM problems in intuitionistic fuzzy environments. Many methods for MADM have been
proposed based on AIFSs. In this section, we will propose a new intuitionistic fuzzy MADM method
based on the technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution (TOPSIS) method [37]
and the new proposed distance measure for AIFSs. The MADM problems under intuitionistic fuzzy
condition can be described as following.

Let X = {x1, x2, · · · , xm} be the set of all alternatives to be assessed. Let A = {a1, a2, · · · , an} be
the set of attribute being considered in the assessment. The weighs of each attribute ai is wi, where 0 ≤
wi ≤ 1, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, and ∑n

i=1 wi = 1. The decision matrix given by decision maker is presented as:

D =

a1 a2 · · · an

x1

x2
...

xm


< µ11, v11 >

< µ21, v21 >
...

< µm1, vm1 >

< µ12, v12 >

< µ22, v22 >
...

< µm2, v2 >

· · ·
· · ·
. . .
· · ·

< µ1n, v1b >

< µ2n, v2n >
...

< µmn, vmn >

 (36)

where dij =< µij, vij > is the IFV denoting the evaluation information of alternative xi with respect
to attribute aj, with i = 1, 2, · · · , m and j = 1, 2, · · · , n. The new method for MADM based on the
proposed distance measure and TOPSIS method [37] can be depicted as following:
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Step 1. According to the partial order relation between IFVs, obtain the relative positive ideal
solution α+ = (α+1 , α+2 , · · · , α+n ) of the attributes, where each relative value α+j is calculated as:

α+j = max
i=1,2,··· ,m

{dij} =< max
i=1,2,··· ,m

{µij}, min
i=1,2,··· ,m

{vij} >=< µ+
j , v+j >, j = 1, 2, · · · , n. (37)

Similarly, get the relative negative ideal solution α− = (α−1 , α−2 , · · · , α−n ) of the attributes, where
each negative value α−j , j = 1, 2, · · · , n, is derived as:

α−j = min
i=1,2,··· ,m

{dij} =< min
i=1,2,··· ,m

{µij}, max
i=1,2,··· ,m

{vij} >=< µ−j , v−j > (38)

Step 2. Utilize the distance measure of IFVs defined in Equation (34) to calculate the similarity
degree between the evaluating result dij =< µij, vij > of alternative xi with respect to attribute aj and
the relative positive ideal value α+j of attribute aj, with i = 1, 2, · · · , m and j = 1, 2, · · · , n. Construct

the positive similarity matrix G+ = (g+ij )m×n
. The similarity degree is expressed as:

g+ij = 1− DI(dij, α+j ) = 1−

√√√√(µij − vij

2
−

µ+
j − v+j

2

)2

+
1
3

(
µij + vij

2
−

µ+
j + v+j

2

)2

(39)

Step 3. Appling the distance measure of IFVs defined in Equation (34) to calculate the similarity
degree between the evaluating result dij =< µij, vij > of alternative xi respect to attribute aj and the
relative negative ideal value α−j of attribute aj, with i = 1, 2, · · · , m and j = 1, 2, · · · , n. Construct the

negative similarity matrix G− = (g−ij )m×n
. The similarity degree is expressed as:

g−ij = 1− DI(dij, α−j ) = 1−

√√√√(µij − vij

2
−

µ−j − v−j
2

)2

+
1
3

(
µij + vij

2
−

µ−j + v−j
2

)2

(40)

Step 4. Based on the attribute weights wi and the distance matrices G+ and G−, calculate the
weighted positive score S+(xi) and weighted negative score S−(xi) for each alternative xi, respectively,
i = 1, 2, · · · , m. The positive and negative scores are calculated as: S+(xi) = ∑n

j=1 wjg+ij and S−(xi) =

∑n
j=1 wjg−ij .

Step 5. Obtain the relative closeness degree T(xi) of each alternative xi as: T(xi) =

S+(xi)/(S+(xi) + S−(xi)), i = 1, 2, · · · , m.
Step 6. Get the preference order of all alternatives by the comparing their relative closeness

degree. Larger closeness degree indicates better preference order.
Then, several examples will be used to show the implementation of the proposed MADM method.

Comparative analysis based on the results obtained by the proposed method and some existing
methods [38–40] will also be presented.

Example 10. An investment company want to invest some money to a project. There are five alternatives of
companies to be assessed by an investment company. The decision maker evaluates these companies with respect
to four attributes to get the best option. Five alternative companies are given as: (1) x1: the food company; (2) x2:
the chemical company; (3) x3: the car company; (4) x4: the computer company; (5) x5: the furniture company.
For attributes to be accounted are: (1) a1: the benefit rate; (2) a2: the risk of investment; (3) a3: the difficulty of
investment; and (4) a4: the influence on environment. The attribute weights of a1, a2, a3 and a4 are 0.25, 0.4,
0.2 and 0.15, respectively, i.e., w1 = 0.25, w2 = 0.4, w3 = 0.2, and w4 = 0.15. The decision matrix provided by
decision maker is:
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D =

a1 a2 a3 a4

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5


< 0.6, 0.3 >

< 0.8, 0.2 >

< 0.6, 0.3 >

< 0.9, 0.1 >

< 0.7, 0.1 >

< 0.5, 0.2 >

< 0.8, 0.1 >

< 0.4, 0.3 >

< 0.5, 0.2 >

< 0.3, 0.2 >

< 0.2, 0.5 >

< 0.6, 0.1 >

< 0.4, 0.2 >

< 0.2, 0.3 >

< 0.6, 0.2 >

< 0.1, 0.6 >

< 0.3, 0.4 >

< 0.5, 0.2 >

< 0.1, 0.5 >

< 0.4, 0.2 >



This problem can be solved by the following steps:

(1) Comparing the IFVs in each column, we can get the relative positive and negative ideal
solutions as:

α+1 =< 0.9, 0.1 >, α+2 =< 0.8, 0.1 >, α+3 =< 0.6, 0.1 >, α+4 =< 0.5, 0.2 >;
α−1 =< 0.6, 0.3 >, α−2 =< 0.3, 0.3 >, α−3 =< 0.2, 0.5 >, α−4 =< 0.1, 0.6 > .

(2) Based on the distance measure DI defined in Equation (39), the positive similarity matrix can be
constructed as:

G+ =


0.7483 0.7918 0.6000 0.6000
0.9000 1.0000 1.0000 0.8000
0.7483 0.6945 0.8472 1.0000
1.0000 0.7918 0.6945 0.6488
0.8845 0.6785 0.9243 0.9243


(3) Using the distance measure DI of IFVs and the expression in Equation (40), we can get the

negative similarity matrix as:

G− =


1.0000 0.8472 1.0000 1.0000
0.8472 0.6394 0.6000 0.8000
1.0000 0.9423 0.7483 0.6000
0.7483 0.8472 0.8845 0.9423
0.8472 0.9423 0.6488 0.6488


(4) According to the attribute weights, we can get the weighted positive scores of all alternatives as:

S+(x1) = 0.7138, S+(x2) = 0.9450, S+(x3) = 0.7834, S+(x4) = 0.8030, S+(x5) = 0.8223.

The weighted negative scores of all alternatives can be obtained as:

S−(x1) = 0.9389, S−(x2) = 0.7076, S−(x3) = 0.8666, S−(x4) = 0.8442, S−(x5) = 0.8158.

(5) The relative closeness degree of each alternative can be calculated as:

T(x1) = 0.4319, T(x2) = 0.5718, T(x3) = 0.4751, T(x4) = 0.4875, T(x5) = 0.5020.

(6) Since T(x2) > T(x5) > (x4) > T(x3) > T(x1), we can rank five alternatives x1, x2, x3, x4 and x5 in the
preference order: x2 � x5 � x4 � x3 � x1.

Comparing with the results obtained by the methods proposed in [38–40], we can find that the
ranking preference orders obtained based on the TOPSIS method and the proposed distance measure
is identical to the orders yielded by Joshi and Kumar’s method [38], Wu and Chen’s method with
wq = 1, wq′ = 2/3, wq′′ = 1/3, wa = 1, wa′ = 2/3, wa′′ = 1/3 [39], and the method proposed
by Chen, Chen and Lan [40]. This example indicates that the proposed method is capable to solve
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MADM problems in intuitionistic fuzzy environment. It can yield reasonable preference order as
existing methods.

Example 11. Five vice presidents of a university will be assessed to run for the president of the university.
These five candidates are denoted by alternatives x1, x2, x3, x4 and x5. They will be assessed from four aspects,
namely, work performance, academic performance, leadership, and personality, which are denoted by four
attributes a1, a2, a3 and a4, respectively. The weights of a1, a2, a3 and a4 are 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4, respectively.
So we have w1 = 0.1, w2 = 0.2. w3 = 0.3 and w4 = 0.4. The decision matrix expressed by IFVs is shown
as following:

D =

a1 a2 a3 a4

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5


< 0.4, 0.5 >

< 0.4, 0.4 >

< 0.4, 0.6 >

< 0.3, 0.4 >

< 0.5, 0.4 >

< 0.3, 0.6 >

< 0.5, 0.4 >

< 0.5, 0.5 >

< 0.2, 0.6 >

< 0.3, 0.6 >

< 0.4, 0.4 >

< 0.3, 0.5 >

< 0.4, 0.6 >

< 0.1, 0.9 >

< 0.3, 0.5 >

< 0.5, 0.3 >

< 0.3, 0.4 >

< 0.4, 0.6 >

< 0.4, 0.4 >

< 0.47, 0.5 >


(1) Based on the partial order relation between IFVs, the relative positive and negative ideal solutions

of each attribute can be get as:

α+1 =< 0.5, 0.4 >, α+2 =< 0.5, 0.4 >, α+3 =< 0.4, 0.4 >, α+4 =< 0.5, 0.3 >;
α−1 =< 0.3, 0.6 >, α−2 =< 0.2, 0.6 >, α−3 =< 0.1, 0.9 >, α−4 =< 0.3, 0.6 > .

(2) We can get the positive similarity matrix according to the proposed distance measures:

G+ =


0.9000 0.8000 1.0000 1.0000
0.9423 1.0000 0.9000 0.8472
0.8472 0.9423 0.8845 0.7918
0.8845 0.7483 0.5959 0.9000
1.0000 0.8000 0.9000 0.8750


(3) The negative similarity matrix can be obtained based on the proposed distance measure DI of

IFVs and the expression in Equation (40).

G− =


0.9000 0.9423 0.5959 0.7483
0.8472 0.7483 0.6945 0.8845
0.9423 0.7918 0.7000 0.9423
0.8845 1.0000 1.0000 0.8472
0.8000 0.9423 0.6945 0.8635


(4) According to the attribute weights w1 = 0.1, w2 = 0.2. w3 = 0.3 and w4 = 0.4, we can get the

weighted positive scores of all alternatives as:

S+(x1) = 0.9500, S+(x2) = 0.9031, S+(x3) = 0.8553, S+(x4) = 0.7769, S+(x5) = 0.8800.

The weighted negative scores of all alternatives can be obtained as:

S−(x1) = 0.7565, S−(x2) = 0.7966, S−(x3) = 0.8395, S−(x4) = 0.9274, S−(x5) = 0.8222.

(5) The relative closeness degree of each alternative can be calculated as:

T(x1) = 0.5567, T(x2) = 0.5314, T(x3) = 0.5047, T(x4) = 0.4559, T(x5) = 0.5170.
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(6) Since T(x1) > T(x2) > (x5) > T(x3) > T(x4), we can rank five alternatives x1, x2, x3, x4 and x5 in the
preference order: x1 � x2 � x5 � x3 � x4.

By the methods proposed in Reference [38] and Reference [40], we can also solve this problem.
The preference orders obtained by the methods in Reference [38] and Reference [40] are x1 � x2 �
x5 � x3 � x4, which is identical to the preference order obtained by our proposed method. But the
method proposed by Wu and Chen [39] cannot be used to solve this problem due the problem of
“division by zero”. This example shows that the proposed method can overcome the drawback of Wu
and Chen’s method [39]. The proposed method performs as well as the method proposed by Joshi and
Kumar [38], and the method proposed by Chen, Chen and Lan [40].

Above examples demonstrate that the proposed distance measure can be applied into the problem
of MADM under intuitionistic fuzzy environment. The developed MADM method based on the
TOPSIS method and the proposed distance measure DI performs as well as existing methods in
Reference [38] and Reference [40], which are also developed based on the TOPSIS method. However,
we note that the distance measure used in Reference [38] is defined based on the Hausdorff metric,
which has weaker discrimination ability. Moreover, Joshi and Kumar’s [38] method will also be
troubled by the problem of “division by zero”. The method proposed in [40] is also an effective
method for solving MADM in intuitionistic fuzzy environment. But the similarity measure used in
Reference [40] is developed based on the right-angled triangular fuzzy numbers [28], which is more
complex than the proposed distance measure. So the MADM method based on the proposed distance
method and the TOPSIS method is much easier to implement with less computation complexity.

7. Conclusions

Even though many distance and similarity measures have been introduced for AIFSs, an effective
intuitionistic fuzzy distance measure with concise form and specific physical meaning is still desirable.
In this paper, we have proposed a new distance measure based on the relation between AIFSs and
interval values. It was proved that the proposed distance measure satisfies all properties in the
axiomatic definition of distance measure. Numerical examples indicated that the new distance measure
can overcome the drawbacks of existing measures. So it has greater discrimination ability and
outperforms other existing measures. Moreover, we investigated the application of the new distance
measure in MADM under intuitionistic fuzzy condition. A new MADM method was developed based
on the TOPSIS method and the proposed distance measure. Two application examples were applied
to show the implementation and performance of the developed MADM method. It was shown that
the proposed MADM method can get identical preference orders as other methods. The proposed
MADM method can also overcome the drawbacks in some existing methods. This demonstrates that
the new distance measure can be effectively used in the real application of MADM. In a further study,
we will investigate the potential application of the proposed MADM method in areas such as economic
management, ecological evaluation, military assessment, and so on.
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